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Abstract 
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Motivated by the semantics of polymorphic programming languages and typed 2-calculi, by formal 
methods in functor category semantics, and by well-known categorical and domain-theoretical 
constructs, we study domains of natural transformations F&G of functors F, G : ~C with a small 
category f~ as source and a cartesian closed category of Scon-domains C as target. We put 
constraints on the image arrows of the functors to obtain that F~,G is an object in C. lnfzfaith[id 
domains F~,G allow that infima in FZ*G can be computed in each component [FA~GA] 
separately. If F, G : f2-~ SCOTT are two functors uch that for all f in mor(f~) the maps F(f)  preserve 
finite elements and G(f) preserve all nonempty infima, then F~,G is inf-faithful, and all inf-faithful 
domains are Scott-domains. Familiar notions like "inverse limits", "small products", and "strict 
function spaces" are special instances of functors that meet he conditions above. We extend these 
results to retracts of Scott-domains. 
O. Introduction 
This is a technical  paper  that resulted f rom an at tempt  o general ize John  Reynolds '  
mul t i sor ted  algebras to obta in  a mode l  of the )~2-calculus with subtyping. The idea 
was in t roduced by Dav id  Schmidt  [20]. We th ink of the subtype relat ion as a part ia l  
order ing in a dcpo D of type names which has a top ns represent ing the nonreso lved 
uni f icat ion of types. For  example,  real and bool might  typical ly have ns as supremum,  
for they wou ld  not  both be subtypes of some type T. Such a domain  should satisfy the 
domain  equat ion  D ~ (B + [D--*O] )"~ with a dcpo B of base types; a solut ion can easily 
be obta ined in the category of Scot t -domains  and Scot t -cont inuous  maps. 
The semantics wou ld  consist of a functor  F : D--, C into a cartes ian closed category 
C of  Scot t -domains  uch that  it maps  J_ and ns to the initial object in C, bsB to the 
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corresponding dcpo Db, andf~[D--,D] to F-:+F of, a dcpo of natural transformations. 
This is only the specification of F on the objects (=elements) of D; the definition on 
the morphisms of D basically follows the approach in [20]. Note that the definition ot 
F is recursive and that there will exist solutions thereof in appropriate functor 
categories. However, it was instrumental to secure that F~Fof  is indeed a Scott- 
domain. 
This paper deals just with that aspect of our intended work. It is by no means the 
final word on the subject, but we hope that it will serve as a good beginning. We will 
replace the dcpo D of type names by an arbitrary small category f2, for our concepts 
and results work just as fine in that more general setting. 
Let DCPO be the category with dcpos as objects and Scott-continuous maps as 
arrows [11]. Given two functors 
F, G : [2--,C, 
where f2 is a small category and C a full subcategory of DCPO, we always have the set 
of natural transformations FZ*G from F to G. A natural transformation q~FZ+G is 
a tuple (~A)Aeob(I2} with qA6[FA-~GA] such that for all morphismsJ': A--*B in/2 we 
have 
qo o F ( f )=G( f )o~A.  
The set F~G can be equipped with a canonical order by defining 
r /~p :,¢:~ VAeob(f2): r/A___~t A, 
where qA E_pA refers to the order on [FA---,GA] for Aeob(f2); this makes F~G a dcpo 
(Lemma 2.1). 
It is desirable to know whether there exist full subcategories of DCPO closed under 
all such domains of natural transformations. In other words, do there exist full 
subcategories C of DCPO such that for all small categories /2 and all functors 
F, G : O-+C the dcpo F~G is an object of C? The trivial but somehow vacuous answer 
is "yes", for DCPO itself is such a category. However, one is usually interested in rich 
structural properties of domains like continuity or algebraicity. Rephrasing the above 
question, we ask whether there exist full subcategories C of DCPO where all objects in 
C are algebraic (continuous) such that C is closed under domains of natural transforma- 
tions in the above sense. 
Unfortunately, now the answer is "no" as soon as there exists an object D in C such 
that we have x<y in D -a  more than reasonable assumption; this has been shown in 
[10]. This paper is trying to do the next best thing. We investigate constraints on the 
functors F and G which secure the algebraicity (continuity) of F-:*G, whereas we still 
consider all small categories ~ as functor sources. To our surprise we could express 
familiar domain-theoretical constructions which are known to preserve algebraicity 
(continuity) as domains of natural transformations between functors meeting our 
proposed constraints (Proposition 3.10). 
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1. Some domain theory background 
We would like to list most of the basic domain-theoret ical  definitions used in this 
paper. The reader who is familiar with domain theory should skip this section and use 
it, if in doubt,  as a reference. 
An upper bound u of a subset A in a poset P is an element u~P such that aE_u for all 
aeA. I f s  is an upper bound of A in P such that s_Eu holds for all upper bounds u of 
A in P, then s is the supremum of A in P; we denote this by s = Up A or s = II A if P is 
known from the context. A lower bounded I of A in P is an element lEP such that l ra  
for all ae  A. If i is a lower bound of A in P such that I r- i holds for all lower bounds I of 
A in P, then i is the infimum of A in P; we write i = [~e A or i=  [~ A. 
A set A in a poset P is directed i ffA is nonempty and for all a,b~A there exists some 
ceA with a, bE_c. A poset D is a dcpo iffall directed sets A in D have a supremum in D; 
we write l '  A for suprema of directed sets. A set A in a poset P is filtered iff A is 
nonempty and for all a, beA we have cE_a,b for some ceA. A mapf :D~E between 
two dcpos D and E is called Scott-continuous, or is said to preserve directed suprema, iff 
for all directed sets A in D the set f (A)  is directed in E and Uf (A)=f ( t J  A) holds. We 
denote by [D~E] the poset of all Scott-continuous functions f :D~E ordered 
pointwise: f___ g ifff(x)_E g(x) for all xsD. 
An element I in a dcpo D is called the bottom, or least element, i f f± _x  for all xeD. 
Let DCPO be the category of all dcpos as objects and all Scott-continuous maps as 
morphisms. A dcpo D is bounded complete iff for all subsets X__D with an upper 
bound in D the supremum of X exists in D. Let BC be the full subcategory of DCPO 
with bounded complete dcpos as objects. 
A Scott-cont inuous map p:D~D on a dcpo D is a projection iff pop=pEidD. 
A pair of Scott-cont inuous maps q 'D~E and e 'E~D is a Scott-continuous 
projection-embedding pair (with q as the projecting and e as the embedding part) iff 
q o e = id~ and e o q _~ idD hold. 
For  a subset X of a poset P we define "~(X):={y~Pl3xeX: xE_y} and 
,L(X) := { yePl3xeX:  y~x}; we write T(x) and l(x), respectively, if X= {x}. Further,  
X is an upper set in P iff X = I"(X), and X is a lower set iff X = ] (X). A subset U of 
a dcpo D is Scott-open iff U is an upper set in D such that for all directed sets A in D the 
relation 1__7 AeU implies UnA ~.  We denote by ~(D) the set of all Scott-open sets of 
D ordered by set inclusion; or(D) is the Scott-topology of D. Given x and y in a dcpo D, 
x is way-below y in D iff for all directed A ~ D the relation y E t£ A implies x_E a for 
some aeA. We denote this by x~y; also we write ~(x):={deDlx~d} and 
l~(x):={deOld4,x}. A dcpo D is continuous i fffor all xeD the set ~(x) is directed and 
L_JlJ(x)=x. Let CONT be the full subcategory of DCPO with cont inuous dcpos as 
objects. 
An element k of a dcpo D is calledfnite, or compact, iff k ~ k holds in D. So we have 
keK(D) i f f for all directed A c_D the relation k_~ LJA implies kE_a for some aeA. Let 
K(D) be the poser of finite elements of D. Elements xeD\K(D) are called infinite. 
A dcpo D is algebraic i f f for all xeD the set J , (x)nK(D) are called infnite. A dcpo D is 
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algebraic iff for all xeD the set +(x)c~K(D) is directed and t j (+(x)c~K(D))= x. A dcpo 
D is a Scott-domain iff D is an algebraic bounded complete dcpo with bottom. Let 
SCOTT be the full subcategory of DCPO with all Scott-domains as objects. 
An element TeD is called top, or greatest element, iff x___T for all xsD. Given 
a dcpo D we can form D V := D u { T } with T q~D such that T is the top of D T. A dcpo 
D is an algebraic lattice iffD is a Scott-domain with top. A map f :  D--,E between dcpos 
D and E preserves all infima (suprema) iff for all X __G_ D such that ~1X (k] X)  exists we 
can conclude that 7If(X) (][ f (X))  exists andf ( [~ X)= F l f (X) ( f ( ] ]  X)= ]If(X)). It 
should now be obvious what it means to preserve all nonempty,filtered orfinite infima 
(suprema). 
2. Basic concepts 
We use two main strategies in proving the algebraicity of F-~G. 
(1) The assumption of algebraicity of the function spaces [FA--,GA ], Aeob(f2). 
(2) Structural conditions on the functors F and G. 
Note that F-:-,G=O is a definite possibility. However, this causes no conceptual 
difficulties if we assume all dcpos to have a bottom element. In that case we could 
consider only strict Scott-continuous maps F( f )  and G(f), so the polymorphic 
function ).x. A_ would be the bottom of F-:*G. Hence, we will assume that FZ*G=O, as 
domains F-:,G correspond to limits in DCPO [10], and those limits will often be 0. 
The first basic lemma is immediate. 
Lemma 2.1. Let F, G : (2~DCPO be two functors with a small category as source. Then 
F-Z*G is a dcpo with 
• A i~l 
for all directed families (qi)i~t in F-:*G. 
The expressive power of domains F~,G is too rich if we want that F-:*G is algebraic 
(continuous) for all functors F, G : f2~C with a small category as source. This is true 
even if the target is the cartesian closed category of algebraic lattices. Let f2 be the 
three-element poset {a, b, c} with a__G e and b ~ c. Define Fa := Fb := Fc := { A_} and Ga, 
Gb, and Gc as in the Hasse diagrams in Fig. 1. 
Let G (a G c) (x) := x and G (b __ c) (y) := y for all x ~ Ga and y e Gb. Then each r/e F-z, G 
corresponds uniquely to some xe{[2n- l ,2n]  I n___l}u{~o*,co}. Therefore F-~G is 
isomorphic to the Hasse diagram in Fig. 2, which shows a nonalgebraic (non- 
continuous) dcpo. 
It is instructive to look more closely at this example. First, the maps G(aE_c) and 
G(b Gc) do not preserve nonempty infima. For example, in Ga the infimum of co and 
[1, 2] is 1, and the infimum of these two elements in Gc is 2. Our  work will show that 
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I34,V   "
[1 '21~3"  
I34,L, \ .  
[1' 21~1"  
i "-w [3,4][,~ E121y, 
Fig. 1. The algebraic lattices Ga, Gb and Gc. 
A(x) .~ ' . .~  
A(x). [3,4][ / 
Fig. 2. The nonalgebraic domain of natural transformations of the example in Fig. 1. 
F&G is algebraic as soon as all G(f) preserve nonempty infima (given that all F(f) 
preserve finite elements, which is here the case) if C is a full subcategory of SCOTT. 
Second, the function 2x.2 isfinite in [Fb~Gb] and the set 
u := { ue F-~61 ~x.2___ u~] = (F~G)\ {~.x.0} 
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is easily seen to be Scott-open in F-:-,G. Moreover, the polymorphic function r/:= 2x.o9 
is an infinite and minimal element in the Scott-open set U. As a consequence F4G 
cannot be algebraic (continuous) as every minimal element of a Scott-open set in 
a continuous dcpo is finite [9, Lemma 3.5]. We generalize this observation by defining 
a whole family of such Scott-open sets on FC+G. 
Definition 2.2. Let F, G :f2--.C be two functors with a small category as source and 
a full subcategory of DCPO as target. If ~a is a finite set of objects of f2, and if 
J=(J'A)A~e is a tuple withfA~K([FA~GA]) for all AeSf, we define 
U~ := {#eF~GIVAe2": fA~PA}. 
Furthermore, let 
~:={Uj I  L~ is finite and J=(JA)A~,~ and U j¢0  and 
¥Ae2e: fAeK([FA~GA])}. 
The family N is a filterbase contained in the Scott-topology of F&G. 
Lemma 2.3. Let F, G: f2--,C be two functors with a small category as source and a full 
subcategory of DCPO as target such that for all A6ob(f2) and tI~F&G the set 
Jr (rlA) ~ K ([FA ~ GA ]) is directed. Then we have the following: 
(i) ~M=F~G.  
(ii) N~_o(F4G). 
(iii) (VUs~, Us~)  (Vr/~ Uj,~Us~) (SUs~) :  ~/~ Us~ ~- U j~ Us~. 
Proof. For (i), let ~leF-~G be given. Choosefae$(qA)~K([FA--,GA]) for an object 
Aeob(f2). Then rleUseN follows for J:=(fA)A~A" 
For (ii), let UjeM be given with J=( f4)A~.  By definition Us is an upper set in 
F-~G. Let ~ be a directed set in F-~G such that t_ J~Ux. For all A~LP we have 
j ) _  1_5,~epA by Lemma 2.1. SincefA is finite in [FA--,GA] for all Ae2 '  there exists 
some pAecg such that fA_Ep]; but &a is finite and c~ is directed, so there exists some 
peck such thatfAE__pA for all A~£ a. Then p~Us~Cg does it. 
For (iii), let J1 =(fA)A~q and J2 =(gA)A~ be given such that ~/e Uj,~Uj~ for some 
~IeF4G. Define ~3 :=£-q~l~LP2 and 
ha:=jsrome upper bound offA and ga in J,(rlA)~K([FA~GA]), 
[ gA 
for all AeLf'3. For J3:=(hA)AELe~ 
if Aff~CPl(3 ~QP2, 
if A e ~ 1",,0~2, 
if A c 2~v2",,0~1 
we have ~I~Us3~_ Uj,~Us2 and Usher. [] 
Note that the conditions in Lemma 2.3 are met as soon as all function spaces 
[FA+GA], A~ob(f2) are algebraic. Also, part (ii) of Lemma 2.3 holds for all full 
subcategories of DCPO. 
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Thus, every U je~ is Scott-open in FZ*G, and ~ is a filterbase (i.e. a family 
~_ go(F-:*G) satisfying (i) and (iii) in Lemma 2.3) on F-~G which generates a topol- 
ogy contained in the Scott-topology of F~G. These two topologies coincide iff ~ is 
a base of a(F-~G). 
Given rleF-~G, A~ob(f2), andfAe$OIA)C~K([FA~GA]), wehave qeUj~M, where 
J = (fa)a ~ ~m' This gives us a criterion for the algebraicity of F ~ G if all function spaces 
[FA ~ GA ], A ~ ob (O), are algebraic. 
Lemma 2.4. Let F, G : f2~cg be two functors with a small category as source and a full 
subcategory of DCPO as target such that the function space [FA--* GA ] is algebraic for 
all Aeob((2). If J,(r/)c~K(F-~G) is directed for all rl~F~G, then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) F-~G is algebraic. 
(ii) (V~leF-~G)(VAeob(f2))(VfaeJ, O1A)~K([FA~GA]))(3#~,(rl)c~K(F ~G)): 
fn~__#A •
Proof. For (i) implies (ii), let rleF&G, Aeob(f2), and fAeJ,(qA)C~K([FA~GA]) be 
given. By (i)we have q= t__T(,L(~/)c~K(F&G)), so ~/A= LA{#AI¢te+(q)~K(F-~G)} fol- 
lows by Lemma 2.1. Since fA is finite below r/A, we conclude that fA Ega for some 
/~eK(F~G) below r/. 
For (ii) implies (i), we already assume the directedness of +(r/)~K(F~G) for all 
rl~F-~G. Thus, ~:= tS (1 (~/)c~K(F&G)) exists and OGr/is clear. We are done ifrlAE__OA 
holds for all Aeob(f2). As all function spaces [FA~GA] are algebraic, it suffices to 
showfA___Oa for allfae~(rla)c~K([FA~GA]); this follows immediately from (ii). 
If Ov~F-~G is bounded complete, then +(r/)~K(F&G) is directed for all fieFS, G: 
for ± = ~ F~G is in $(~/)~K(F~G) and finite suprema of finite elements are finite 
[6]. Moreover, F-~G is bounded complete iff every nonempty subset of F~G has an 
infimum in F&G [6]. Given any Uje~, we can therefore form 
<J>=F] uj. 
The relation ( J )eUs  gives rise to finite elements in F-:*G. 
Lemma 2.5. Let F, G :(2~C be two functors with a small category as source and a full 
subcategory of DCPO as target. I f (  J )= [-7 Us exists for U j~ and if ( J )~  UjeM, 
then ( J )  is a finite element of F~G. 
Proof. As Us = T(( J )) this is clear; for if E is a dcpo and x~E, then T(x) is Scott-open 
in E iff x is finite in E [11]. [] 
Lemma 2.5 gives us a first supply of finite elements in FZ*G, namely those ( J ) with 
( J )eUs~.  Therefore, it is an important question, whether there exist sensible 
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conditions on F( f )  and G(f), which imply that ( J )  exists and is in Uj for every 
Uje~. This leads to the notion of inf-faithful domains of natural transformations, 
which will be analyzed in Section 3. 
3. lnf-faithful domains of natural transformations 
Given two functors F, G:E2~C with a small category as source and a full sub- 
category of Scott-domains as target, it is generally not true that F4G is a Scott- 
domain; in fact, it even need not be bounded complete. Since bounded completeness is 
nothing but the existence of infima for all nonempty subsets, we can ensure bounded 
completeness as follows. We demand that infima are computed "componentwise". 
This results in the central concept of this paper. 
Definition 3.1. Let F, G:~2~C be two functors with a small category as source and 
a full subcategory of Scott-domains as target. Then F&G is called inf-faithful iff for 
any nonempty family (~li)i~l in F~,G, we are ensured that 
PA :=~ q~, A~ob(O), 
i~ l  
defines a natural transformation ~IeF4G which then clearly is the infimum of (q~)~ 
in F-:.G. 
Lemma 3.2. Let F, G:#2~C be two functors with a small category as source and a full 
subcategory of Scott-domains as target. If  F&G is inf-faithful, then F~G is bounded 
complete. 
This technical condition also guarantees an abundance of finite elements in F-~G. 
Lemma 3.3. Let F, G: E2--*C be two functors with a small category as source and a full 
subcategory of Scott-domains as target. I f  F-:*G is inf faithful, then 
( J )~K(F~G)~Uj  
for full Uje~. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.5 it suffices to show ( J )Eb) .  Let J=(fA)Ae£/~. For AE• we 
have to show that fAE__(J)A. Since fAEltA for all /~6Uj, we conclude 
fA E ~ { PAI P~ Uj }; yet the latter term is ( J )n  as F-~G is inf-faithful. [] 
We now are in a position to show that inf-faithful dcpos F-~G are Scott-domains 
Proposition 3.4. Let F, G:~C be two functors with a small category as source and 
a full subcategory of Scott-domains a target. I f F&G is nonempty and inf-faithJul, then 
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F &G is a Scott-domain, and 
K(F~G)= { ( J )1 u~e~}. 
Proof. The dcpo F~G is inf-faithful and therefore it is bounded complete by Lemma 
3.2. In particular, the infimum of F-:-,G exists which is the bottom element ± of F~ G. 
So F~G is a bounded complete dcpo with bottom. Let qeF~G be given. The set 
K.:={ ( J)IqEUs~} 
contains ±, for Uj=F~G,  and K,  is directed by the third part of Lemma 2.3 as 
Uj,~_Uj 2 implies [~ Uj2~_[~ Us,. Moreover, K, is a subset of +(tI)mK(F~G) by 
Lemma 3.3. If we can show that q = L5 K,, then this has two consequences: first, F-~G 
is algebraic, and second, K(F~,G)=O,~F~aK ~ which is equal to the set 
{(J)lUje~}. 
For ~:= 1._2 K,~ we clearly have ~_E~/. Let Aeob(t?) be given. It suffices to show 
q A _E OA. Since the function space [FA ~ GA] is algebraic, it suffices to showfA _~ F/A for 
al l fAs$(qA)~K([FA~GA]) .  For such a function fA let J:=(fA)Ae{A}; then ~leUj is 
clear and ( J )eU j  follows from Lemma 3.3. Thus, ( J )eK ,  andJaE__(J)A imply 
J A ~_ FI A . [] 
If FZ*G is inf-faithful, then the topology generated by N' coincides with the 
Scott-topology on FZ*G. 
Corollary 3.5. Let F, G : (2--*C be two functors with a small category as source and a full 
subcategory of Scott-domains as target. I f  FZ*G is inf faithfid, then we have the 
following: 
(i) VUj~' :  Us=t ( ( J ) ) .  
(ii) ~'= {tOO I~,~K(F-~)}. 
(iii) ~ is a base of ~(F ~G). 
Proof. The first part follows immediately from Lemma 3.3. The second part is now 
a consequence of the first part and Proposition 3.4. By Proposition 3.4, F~G is 
algebraic, so the set { T(~)[peK(FZ*G)} is a base of a(F~G)  [11]. By the second part 
this set is just N'. [] 
Proposition 3.4 will only be of use if we can come up with constraints on the 
functors F and G that guarantee inf-faithfulness. For that we need the following 
notion. 
Definition 3.6. Let f:  D--*E be a morphism in DCPO. Then f preserves finite elements 
iff for all keK(D) we havef(k)eK(E) .  
The condition eradicates a problematic asymmetry in the category SCOTT. If 
D and E are Scott-domains and if Xc[D~E]  is a nonempty family, then the 
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supremum of X in [D--.E] is computed pointwise, whereas the infimum of X in 
IDLE]  is computed pointwise only for finite elements in D [11]. We state these 
well-known facts also in the continuous version. 
Lemma 3.7. Let D and E be dcpos. Then we have as follows. 
(i) I f  E is bounded complete and if X is bounded in [D-~E], then s(x):-= ~ ¢~x f(X) 
defines the supremum of X in IDLE] .  
(ii) I f  D is algebraic, if E is bounded complete, and if Y is a nonempty subset oJ 
IDLE] ,  then 
i(x):= IT ~ f(k) 
ke~(x)c~K(D) f eY 
defines the infimum of Y in IDLE] .  In particular, i(k) := ~ ¢er f (k) holds for all kEK(D). 
(iii) I f  D is continuous, if E is bounded complete, and if Y is a nonempty subset oJ 
[D~E] ,  then 
i(x):= [__T [~ f(y) 
y"~x f~Y 
defines the infimum of Y in IDLE] .  
Proposition 3.8. Let F, G: f2~C be two functors with a small category as source and 
a full subcategory of SCOTT as target. Iffor all morphismsf in f2 we have that 
(i) F( f )  preserves finite elements and 
(ii) G(f )  preserves nonempty infima, then F ~,G is inf-faithful. 
Proof. If F~G = 0 there is nothing to show. Let (tf)i~ 1 be a nonempty family in F 4 G. 
• i Define /~A.=F]i~itla for all Asob(O). Note that we have 
/~a(k)= ~ r/~(k) 
iEI 
for all ksK(FA) by the second part of Lemma 3.7. Let f :  A~B be a morphism in O. 
Since FA is algebraic, and since all maps F(f) ,  G(f),  tlA, and t/B are Scott-continuous, 
it suffices to show (G( f )o#A)(k)=(psoF( f ) ) (k)  for all k6K(FA). Let keK(FA) be 
given. Then 
(laB ° F( f ) ) (k)= ~ tl~(F (f)(k)) 
(G(f) ~, rl~)(k ) 
iEl 
= ~ G(f)(rl!4(k)) 
i~I 
as F( f ) (k)~K(FB)  
as t/'~F-~G for all i6I 
as G(f )  pres. all nonempty r] 
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= G(f)(l~a(k)) as  keK(FA)  
=(G(.f)  o ~)(k) .  
So F&G is inf-faithful. [] 
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We summarize what has so far been established for inf-faithful domains of natural 
transformations. It is not known whether the condition (i) on F below is actually 
necessary to obtain the algebraicity of F~G. 
Theorem 3.9. Let F, G: f2~SCOTT be two functors with a small cateyory as source 
such that for all morphisms f in f2 the map 
(i) F ( f )  preserves finite elements and 
(ii) G(f)  preserves nonempty infima. 
I f  F~G¢O,  then F~G is a Scott-domain with 
K(F~G)={( J ) I  U je~}.  
Proof. By Proposition 3.8 F~,G is infofaithful. By Proposition 3.4 F-~G is a Scott- 
domain with K(F- :*G)={( J ) I  Uje~}. [] 
We now want to demonstrate that the well-known domain-theoretical limit con- 
structions can be rewritten as inf-faithful semantic domains of natural transforma- 
tions. This has two conceptual advantages: first, we discover an underlying common 
structure of these semantic operations and second, Theorem 3.9 gives a unified proof 
that SCOTT is closed under all these constructions. We write !o or ! for the unique 
morphism !D:D--*{Z} for a dcpo D. 
Proposition 3.10. The following constructions are expressible as inf-faithful domains oJ 
natural transformations in a full subcategory C of SCOTT: 
(i) function space, 
(ii) strict function space, 
(iii) small products, 
(iv) and inverse limits of projection-embedding pairs. 
Proof. For (i), let f2 be a discrete category with only one object 0. If D and E are 
objects in C, define F0:=D and G0:=E. Then, F~G'~[D--*E] is clear; moreover, 
F (ido) = id D preserves finite elements, G(ido) = idE preserves all nonempty infima, and 
F~G is nonempty. By Proposition 3.8 F-:*G is inf-faithful. 
For (ii), let f2 be a category with two objects 0 and 1, and only one nonidentity 
arrow 0_El For objects D and E in C, define F0:=G0:={_I_}, F1 :=D, G I :=E,  and 
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F(0_ l):= G(0E 1):=2x, ±; it is easily seen that F-C,G is isomorphic to the strict 
function space [DAE] :={fs[D~E] lf ( / )=  L}. 
qo =~. {±} , {±} 
 x.l + l  x.z 
D , E 
The maps F(idA)=ideA preserve finite elements and so does F(0~ 1)=;~x. ±; the 
maps G(idA)=id~A and G(0_E 1)=2x. ± preserve all nonempty infima, so F-Z.G is 
inf-faithful by Proposition 3.8. 
For (iii), let (D~)~ be a nonempty family of objects in C. Let ~ be the discrete 
category with ob(f2):=l. Define Fi:={±} and Gi:=Di for all ieI. Then F-:*G is 
isomorphic to the product I] Di, as an rlEFZ*G corresponds uniquely to the tuple 
± ) D,. 
qi 
{±} ,D, 
{l} , D s 
qJ 
Each F( f )=! :  {J_}~{±} preserves finite elements, and G(id~)=id~ preserves all 
nonempty infima for all ±el; thus, FanG is inf-faithful by Proposition 3.8. 
For (iv), let (D~, d~j)~t be a codirected system over C pe [11], the category of objects 
in C with Scott-continuous projection-embedding pairs as morphisms. The embedding 
corresponding to dij:Dj--*D i is denoted by ej~:Di--,D s. We know that 
lira Oi-~ { (xi) is lEH Di ]Vi_j: dij(xj) = xi). 
Let (2 be the poser 1 °p viewed as a category. Define Fi:= {±} and Gi:=Di for all ieI. 
Also, let G(i ~j):= dq. Then the above isomorphism establishes that 
F~G~-lim(Di,dq)i~1. 
{±} "J ~ Dj 
{±} , D i  
rli 
Clearly, each F ( f )= !: {l} ~{L} preserves finite elements. Let i~_j be given in I. 
Then the map dis has eji as a lower adjoint [6]. Therefore, G(iE_j)=dij preserves all 
(nonempty) infima as an upper adjoint of eji [6]. By Proposition 3.8 F~,G is 
inf-faithful. [] 
The next corollary is not formulated for its content, which is well known, but for its 
proof: the results are shown by using the same proof argument. Note that we did not 
list the function space operator in Corollary 3.11, for the algebra±city of the function 
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space is, in a metaphorical sense, the "base case" for proving the algebraicity of all the 
other constructions. 
Corollary 3.11. The cateqory SCOTT is closed under the strict function space, small 
products, and inverse limits of projection embedding pairs. 
Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.10 and Theorem 3.9. [] 
4. Finitely generated natural transformations 
We write a natural transformation ~I~F-:*G as a tuple q =(~/a)A~o, tO~ such that each 
~a is an element of the function space [FA~GA] for A~ob(O). Is there a correspond- 
ence between finite elements r /eK(F~G)  and finite coordinate functions 
qACK([FA--,GA])? For example, the constructions in Proposition 3.10 have the 
property that ~]a is finite in [FA~GA] for all AEob(f2) if r/is finite in F-:*G. 
Unfortunately, the examples above are misleading. There exist inf-faithful domains 
of natural transformations F-:*G which have a finite element r1 such that none of its 
coordinate functions ~/A is finite in [FA ~GA]  for Aeob((2). For example, let f2 be the 
three-element poset [a, b, c} generated by the order a ~ c and b ~ c. Let FA := { J_ } and 
GA :=co T for all objects A in Q, where o) T is the dcpo {0< 1 <2 <-. .  < T }. Define 
G(a E_ c)(n) := 2n and G(b ~ c) (m) := 2m + 1 and extend these functions Scott-continu- 
ously. Then we have only one natural transformation i  F-~G, namely the polymor- 
phic function 2x.T .  Clearly 2x .T  is finite in F-~G={),x.T},  but each of its 
coordinate functions is infinite as 3- is an infinite element in each of the domains GA, 
Aeob(O). The domain FZ*G is easily seen to be inf-faithful. 
Conversely, there exist inf-faithful domains of natural transformations F-~ G and an 
infinite element ~/q~K(F&G) such that t/A is finite in [FA~GA] for all Aeob(f~). For 
example, take the inf-faithful domain F-:*G of the third part of Proposition 3.10 such 
that I is an infinite set with F~G~--I]~Di.  We assume that there exists some k~ in 
K(Di)\{-I-D,} for all iel. Then (kih~t corresponds to a natural transformation 
r /=(rh)~t~F&G such that each r h is finite in [Fi---,Gi] for all ieI; yet, (k~)~ is not 
a finite element in l] D~, for {iEl ]k;4= ±D,} =I  is an infinite set [6]. Therefore, 0 is not 
finite in FZ*G. This example would not work for a finite set I. 
Remark 4.1. Let F, G : f2 ~C be two functors with a finite category as source and a full 
subcategory of DCPO as target. For qeF4*G consider the following: 
(i) ~/~K(F~G), 
(ii) For all Aeob(O), tlAEK([FA-~GA]). 
Then (ii) implies (i), whereas (i) does not imply (ii), even !f F-~G is itf-faidff'ul. 
Proof. Let (ii) be true. If (pl)i~ is a directed family in F-:+G such that qg  U i~ pl, then 
• i rlaE [Zi~ila A holds for all Aeob(O). As r/A is finite in [FA-+GA], there exists some 
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/A iA~I such that ~A~tA for all Aeob(12). Since ob(f2) is finite and since (#i)~t is 
directed, there exists j e I  such that ~/~E/~ for all A~ob((2); thus, r/_~/~ i shows 
r/e K(F-:-,G). 
The converse follows from the example above, for )~x.T is finite in the inf-faithful 
domain F~G,  where ob(I2)= {a, b, c} is finite, but none of the coordinate functions of 
2x.T are finite. [] 
So what can we say about finite elements in FZ, G? It turns out that there is a way to 
view finite elements q of F~,G as "finite subtuples" of (qA)A~ob(9)" If such a tuple 
(qA)a~ is given for a finite set ~_~ob((2), then q can be viewed as generated or 
determined by this tuple if q is the minimal element in F~ G of all those kt6F~ G such 
that I~A=qA for all Ae~.  This makes very good sense for inf-faithful domains. 
Definition 4.2. Let F, G :O~C be two functors with a small category as source and 
a full subcategory ofScott-domains a target. Given r/~ F ~ G and ~ c ob(f2) finite, we 
form the set 
N~ := {~t~F-~GIVAeLP: ~A _=~ta }.
Define 
We call a natural transformation qeF~Gfinitely generated iffr/= r/_w for some finite 
5Pcob(O). 
Proposition 4.3. Let F, G:O--*C be two functors with a small category as source and 
a full subcategory of DCPO as target such that [FA-*GA] is bounded completeJor all 
A6ob(O). I f  F ~G is inffaithful and 5e ~_ob(~2) finite, define 7~ :(F ~G)--*(F ~G) by 
ku~(q) := r/~; then (~)~e_=ob~n} f~,.is a directed family of Scott-continuous projections 
on F~G such that 
LT tP~=ide_a. 
~'a _c ob(I2) f in. 
Proof. Let ~ ~_ ob(Q) be finite. For J/E- ~ we have N~e" c N~e," so ~ N~_E F] N~ shows 
that q~:(FZ*G)~(FZ*G) is monotone. Also, we have tP~ide_a ,  for ~/~N~ holds 
for all qeF~G.  Next, let (~/~)g~t be a directed family in F~,G with supremum r/. Since 
~E is monotone, we have t_3~ t q~(q"~)___ 7"~(r/). Let/~ be another upper bound of 
(7Jze(r/i))i~ in F-~G. For ieI we have ~/~=_(tP~(r/i)) a for all AeS(' as F~G is 
inf-faithful; yet, ~/ieN~ implies (~Pze(~/i)) n __r/I, so 
(q ' z (d ) )A  = .~A__= ~A 
holds for all AeL~' and ieI. Therefore, /']A =- [~I~I~IAE__]~A follows for al AeL* a. This 
implies ~N~,  so ~(~/ )= ~ N~e_=/~ proves that tpze is Scott-continuous. Moreover, 
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(7~(r/))~ =qA for all A6~ has been seen above; this implies 
q~-~ o7~e= 7~.  
Hence ~u~ is a Scott-continuous projection on FZ.G. 
If ~_~/ / ,  then N~.~_N~ for all tl6F~.G implies 7~_~7 ~,  so the family 
(~e).~=obt~)f~,. is directed. For ~P:= L_J~_=obtO) f~n ~P ~e we have ~u_~idv_~. Con- 
versely, let t/~F z. G and A e ob(£2) be given. Then (~u {A)(/,1))A = q A has been seen above, 
so (7~(t/))A=t/a follows which proves idv-o~_ tp. [] 
We state an immediate corollary. 
Corollary 4.4. Let F, G : Y2 ~C be two functors with a small category as source and a full 
subcategory of Scott-domains as target, f f  F~G is in inf-['aithful, and if tl is a finite 
element in F ~G, then t 1 is finitely generated. The converse is not true in general. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.3 we have q= [- - J~ob(.O) fin. ~'/~°(t/), SO ~CZ ~//'~(J~(/'/) ~ q for some 
finite ~_~ob((2) as r /eK(F~G),  and ~/=q~ does it. 
For the converse let F~.G_~Hi~t D~ be the inf-faithful domain of the third part of 
Proposition 3.10. For 5P___I finite choose x~¢D~\K(Dz) for all ic5¢, and set xj:= ±Dj 
for al l je I \LP.  Then x:=(xi)i~t is finitely generated but not in K(HI~Di)  [6]. [] 
In fact, in the inf-faithful scenario all the dcpos im(~ u.~) can be shown to be 
algebraic, where im(f)  denotes the image of a functionf. Therefore, we realize F~G as 
an inverse limit of Scott-domains of finitely generated natural transformations. 
Theorem 4.5. Let F, G : (2 ~C be two functors with a small category as source and a full 
subcategory of SCOTT as target such that F4G is nonempty and inf-faithJul. Then 
F Z*G is isomorphic to the inverse limit of the Scott-domains oJ 5~-finitely generated 
natural transformations: 
F~G~= lira im(tP~). 
<._....__ 
?,~ ~ ob(~) fin. 
For finite ~q'_~ob(Q) we have 
K(im(t/'~)) = { ( J ) [ J  =(fA)A~.~ and Uje~}. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.3 it suffices to show that im(q ~ze) is a Scott-domain for each 
finite ~('_~ ob(f2) [11]. Then t_TZe~ob~O) fio"~=ide~6 means that F~G is the inverse 
limit of the family of Scott-domains (im(qJ~))Zezob~)fin. under Scott-continuous 
projection-embedding pairs. 
Since qjze is a Scott-continuous projection on the Scott-domain FZ*G, im(q jze) is 
a bounded complete dcpo with bottom [63. We are therefore done if im(tP ze) is 
algebraic. Let r/~im(~ ze) be given. The set ~0/)c~K(im(qJ~)) is nonempty, for the 
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bottom of F~G is in it, and directed, for im(7 ~)  is bounded complete and finite 
suprema of finite elements are finite [63. 
Define 
S~:={( J> [ J=(JA)a~.~ and ~l~Uj~}. 
Clearly, S, is nonempty as we can choosefaE_qa finite for all Ae f .  Let J=(  fA)A~ 
and J'=(gA)AeZP be given such that (J>, <J'>eS,. For all Ae58 the function 
ha:=fa~g a is in K([FA~GA]). Then for J":=(hA)a~_~ we have Uj,,~_Ujc~Uj,, so 
< J >, < J '  > g ( J"  > ES, shows that S, is directed in ,[(~/)c~K(F&B) by Lemma 3.3. 
We claim that Lz*S,=~I. For that let BeoLP and ,qs¢J,(~IB)c~K([FB+GB]) be given. 
Define f8 := 9B and extend this to a tuple J--(fa)azse such that < J >eS, (i.e. choose 
any finite functionsfc below ~/c for all C~S¢\V{B}). Then 
gs=fs~ < J >,~_( [__T S,)s 
implies ~/s _~ ( ~ S,)s, for [FB--*GB] is algebraic. Since Be 5(' was arbitrary, we showed 
S,eN~,  so 
follows and q = L2S~ is proven. 
We next show that S,_~K(im(q'-~)). For that it suffices to show S,_~im(~),  for 
K ( im(7 '~)=K(F~G)~im(7 '~) holds for Scott-continuous projections [9] and 
( J  >eK(F-~G). Let < J >eS~ be given with J = (.[a)ae~e. Sincefa_ ( J  >a holds for all 
AeS¢, we have Nfs>-~ Uj. Conversely, ( J  > is in Us as F-~G is inf-faithful, so 
Us='~(< J>)~T(Nfs>)=N<j>z 
follows as < J>zN~>. Hence Uj=N~> implies 
<J>= u ,= 7] J >). 
Thus S := ~ {S, I t/zim(q'~')} ~ K(im(7'~)) has been shown. For gzK(im(7'-~)) we 
have/~ = ~S~, so/~_ < J > ~ g follows for some < J >zS~. Therefore, S= K(im(7'~)) 
proves that im(7 '~e) is algebraic. [~ 
Corollary 4.6. Finite elements in an inf-faithjul domain F-:*G are precisely those q in 
F ~G which are finitely generated by finite tuples (< J > A)A~ for some finite ~ ~_ ob(~) 
such that J=( fA)A~ and U j~.  
For example, for the product of Scott-domains [I~1D~ Theorem 4.5 says that 
I]~ i D~ is the inverse limit of the finite products of Scott-domains (I-[ i~ Di)~-ob(~) fin. 
as it is well-known from universal algebra. Finitely generated elements in I ]~  D~ are 
those tuples x :=(x~)~r such that 
~x:=(i~II~xi=~ A_l),} 
is finite. Such a tuple is finite in l-[i~t D~ iff xi6K(Dj) holds for all j~ 'Z~x. 
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5. Beyond inf-faithful domains 
The notion of inf-faithful domains F--;G of natural transformations is an abstrac- 
tion in the sense that we define it in terms of the order on F~,G and not in terms of 
properties that the functors F and G enjoy. Proposition 3.8 is really the key technical 
result saying that F~G is inf-faithful if F( f )  preserves finite elements and if G(f )  
preserves nonempty infima for all morphismsf in  the source category. We have seen 
how these conditions on F and G account for the existence of various domain 
constructions like products and inverse limits of projection-embedding pairs. That in 
itself represents a valuable insight; but the conditions on F are very inconvenient if we 
want to solve recursive equations of functors F and G such that F-Z,G should be 
algebraic. If all the approximating functors of F preserve finite elements it would not 
be true that F does so, too. Thus, it is an important line of research to come up with 
conditions on functors F and G which are preserved under recursive specifications 
such that F~G is algebraic. 
A seemingly naive approach is to just drop the conditions on F. If F, G: t2~SCOTT 
are two functors with a small category as source such that G(f )  preserves all 
nonempty infima, is F-:*G a Scott-domain? We do not have an answer to that. 
However, this would not work if G( f )  preserves only finite infima: There exists a 
Scott-continuous function p : (#~c~ on the Cantor set ~ [6] with p o p =p _Eid~ such that 
fix(p) := {xcC# l p(x) = x} 
is isomorphic to the unit interval [0, 1]. The latter is a nonalgebraic dcpo, for 
K([0, 1])= {0} is readily seen. We can rewrite fix(p) as a domain of natural trans- 
formations F&G. For that, let t? be the category with two objects a and b and two 
nonidentity arrows f ,g :a~b.  Define Fa:=Fb:={_l_} and Ga:=Gb:=C# such that 
G(f )  :=p and G(g):=id~ hold. Then F~G is readily seen to be isomorphic to the dcpo 
equ (f, g ):= {deC# I ida(d) = p(d) } = fix(p) 
in the order induced by %~. 
The maps G( f )  and G(g) preserve all suprema nd finite infima (the latter is true 
since ~ is a chain). Yet, p=G( f )  does not preserve infinite infima; otherwise fix(p) 
would be algebraic [8, Proposition 2.101. 
6. The continuous case 
Let us conclude with a sketch of how the results regarding inf-faithful domains of 
natural transformations generalize to the category rSCOTT of Scott-continuous 
retracts of Scott-domains. First, we will define the category rSCOTT. 
Definition 6.1. Let r :D~D be a morphism in DCPO. If ror=r,  then r is called 
a Scott-continuous retraction, and im(r):={x~DI3y~D: x=r(y)},  the image of r, is 
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called a retract of D. Given a full subcategory C of DCPO we define rC to be the full 
subcategory of DCPO which has as objects all retracts of objects of C. 
We list an internal order-theoretic description of objects in the cartesian closed 
category rSCOTT [-] 
Lemma 6.2. Let D be a dcpo. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) D is an object of rSCOTT; 
(ii) D is a continuous bounded complete dcpo with bottom. 
Each object in rSCOTT is a continuous dcpo, and every continuous dcpo D satisfies 
the interpolation property [11]: 
Vx, y~D: x~y ~ 3z~D: x~z~y.  
Again, the domain construction F~G for functors F, G : g2~rSCOTT leaves the realm 
of continuous dcpos, for the example after Lemma 2.1 yielded a noncontinuous dcpo, 
and every algebraic lattice is trivially an object in rSCOTT. So we will have to put 
constraints on the choice of functors F and G in this case as well. 
First, we want to redefine the filterbase ~ in the continuous case. Given two 
functors F, G : ~-~DCPO with a small category as source, we can view F~G as sitting 
inside the small product 
H [FA~GA] 
Aeob(~P) 
for rl~F~G is a tuple (qA)A~ob(~) satisfying a set of equations. For each object A in 
ob(~2), the dcpo F~G has a canonical projection 
qA :(F-:*G)~[FA ~GA ] 
defined by qA(q):=17A. Viewing each [FA--*GA] as a topological space in its Scott- 
topology, we can endow F-~G with the initial topology induced by the family of maps 
(qA)A~ob(~). By definition, this topology ~ has as basic-open sets of the form 
(~ qAI(UA), 
where ~'~ is a finite set in ob(D) and UA~a([FA+GA]) for all A~.  If each 
[FA-~GA] is algebraic, then 
{ T(fA)IfA~K([FA--*GA])} 
is a base of the Scott-topology on [FA~GA] [11]; thus a basic-open set in z is of the 
form 
q~l(T(J~)) 
A~ 
for some finite tuple J=(fA)A~.~ withfA~K([FA-*GA]) for all A~f .  
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Yet, this basic-open set is nothing else but the set Uj of Definition 2.2. So the initial 
topology r is the topology generated by the filterbase ~. With this in mind, it is 
routine to define ~ in the continuous etting. If all function spaces [FA~GA]  are 
continuous dcpos, then 
{~(fA)I JA~[FA~GA] } 
is a base of the Scott-topology on [FA+GA] [11], hence we define for a finite tuple 
J=( fA)A+~,  withfAe[FA+GA]  for all Ae~,  the set 
Us:= ~ qAl(J)(fA)) 
AE~ 
or equivalently 
Uj :={ l~eF-~GlVAI~:  fa@l~a}. 
We list most of the generalized results of Sections 2-4 without proofs. Certainly 
Lemma 2.3 holds for full subcategories C of CONT as target such that for all 
Aeob(O) and all qeF~,G the set l)(r/a ) is directed. We rephrase the criterion for the 
algebraicity of F~*G for the continuous case. 
Lemma 6.3. Let F, G :E~--,cg be two functors with a small category as source and a full 
subcategory of DCPO as target such that [FA~GA ] is continuous for all Acob(O). lJ 
(rl) is directed for all ~le F ~ G, then the following are equivalent: 
(i) F-~G is continuous; 
(ii) (VqeF&G)(VAEob(g2))(VfAe~O1A))(3pE~O1)): fA EPA. 
Lemma 6.4. Let F, G: O--*C be two functors with a small category as source and a full 
subcategory of DCPO as target. For ~l~ U j~,  we have ( J ) ~ r 1 in F ~G i f (  J ) = ~] Uj 
exists. 
Note that in the continuous case we do not have ( J )~  Uj in general for inf-faithful 
domains F&G as we can only concludefA _E ( J )A but notfA ,~ ( J )a for J =( fA)A~.  
The proper generalization of what it means to preserve finite elements is this. 
Definition 6.5. Let f :  D~E be a morphism in DCPO. Then f preserves the way-below 
relation iff x~y in O impl iesf (x)~f(y)  in E. 
Proposition 6.6. Let F, G : Q~C be two functors with a small category as source and 
a full subcategory of rSCOTT as target. If for all morphisms f in f2 we have that 
(i) F( f )  preserves the way-below relation and 
(ii) G(f)  preserves nonempty infima, 
then F~.G s inf-faithful. 
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Proposition 6.7. Let F, G : f2--,C be two functors with a small category as source and 
a full subcategory of rSCOTT as target. If F~G is nonempty and inf-faithful, then 
F~G is an object in rSCOTT, and for qcF-~G we have 
tk,7) = U .l.((J)). 
rteUsE.~ 
Corollary 6.8. Let F, G" f2 ~C be two functors with a small category as source and a full 
subcategory of rSCOTT as target. I f  F ~G is inf-faithJid, then ~ is a base of tr(F ~G). 
Theorem 6.9. Let F, G: g2--,rSCOTT be two functors with a small category as source 
such that for all morphisms f in (2: 
(i) F( f )  preserves the way-below relation and 
(ii) G(f)  preserves nonempty infima. 
I f  F~G¢O,  then F~G is an object in rSCOTT with 
'U '(r/) = U ~((J)>) 
~leUseB 
for all qEF ~G'  
Proof. This follows from Propositions 6.6 and 6.7. [] 
Proposition 4.3 was stated for full subcategories of DCPO with bounded complete 
function spaces, so it applies to rSCOTT as well. 
Corollary 6.10. Let F,G: f2~C be two functors with a small category as source and 
a Jull subcategory o]" DCPO as target such that [FA--* GA ] is bounded complete for all 
AEob(Q). I f  F-:*G is i t f  faithful, and iJr 1 ~1~ in F ~ G, then ~ is below a finitely generated 
natural transformation i F ~G. The converse is not true in general. 
Proof. By Corollary 4.4 we only have to prove the first part of the claim. Now, 
~/<~W~fi ,  ~(a)  implies q_E ~u~(/~) for some ~_~ob(Q) finite. [] 
It is an interesting question when ~) ~ fin. im(~°~) is a lower set in F-~G, yet we did 
not investigate this any further; it certainly does not hold in general: if all domains D~, 
iel, have a top element, hen Te lq~t  D~ is trivially finitely generated, but 1~ D~ has 
elements which are not finitely generated if I is infinite. 
Theorem 6.11. Let F, G : Q--+C be two functors with a small category as source and a fidl 
subcategory of rSCOTT as target such that F ~G is nonempty and itf--faithful. Then 
F-~G is isomorphic to the inverse limit of objects in rSCOTT, the dcpos of ~g~-finitely 
generated natural transformations: 
F ~.G ~ - lim im (7~). 
~___ ob(~) fin. 
Algebraic domains (~( natural transjbrmations 
Forfinite A°__ob(O) and r/eim(~ ) we have in im(~ ~) 
It(r/) = U +((J))c~im(T~) • 
J (fA)A~L~ & Uje.~ 
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